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Introduction



To outline measures that Canada has initiated in 
the Gulf of St. Lawrence designed to help 
mitigate human impacts on North Atlantic Right 
Whale
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Purpose
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Changing Conditions – Whale Sightings

2010

2017



To protect right whales from harm, the Government of 
Canada put urgent measures in place in the Gulf of St. 
Lawrence. These included:

• Closed fisheries to minimize gear entanglements
• Increased aerial, vessel, surveillance
• Implementing a slowdown on large vessels to avoid collisions

Following the events during the summer of 2017, roundtable 
consultations with domestic and international experts, 
fishing industry, Indigenous groups were held to develop 
management measures for 2018. 
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2017 – In Season Response



Based on the best available scientific information and the 
results of consultations, a coordinated approach was 
implemented for 2018 based on:

• Gear Modifications  
• Area closures, dynamic management
• Vessel slow-downs (> 20 metres)
• Enhanced response capacity for animals in distress

Enhanced in-season aerial and vessel-based surveillance for 
the presence of NARW provided vital support to these 
measures
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2018 – Refinement of Approach



Management Measures



• Focus on fisheries with greatest likelihood of interactions with 
North Atlantic right whales
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Entanglement Prevention: 
• Reducing the amount of surface floating rope
• Earlier closure of snow crab season in the Gulf
• Reduce number of crab traps from 2017 on midshore license
• Closure of ocean areas to fixed gear

Monitoring:
• Increased surveillance
• Increase VMS reporting (5 minute intervals)
• Additional gear marking
• Additional identification of buoys
• Requirement to report lost gear
• Mandatory reporting of marine mammal interactions

2018 Management Measures



• Effective April 28, 2018 
a zone was closed for 
the entire season: 
“static” zone closure

• 6490 km2/ 4033 mi2

• All non-tended fixed 
gear fisheries

• Area where 90% of 
NARW observations 
occurred in 2017
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2018 “Static” Area Closure



• Temporary dynamic fishery closure areas applied, on pre-determined 
decision rules, to non-tended, fixed gear

• Areas reflect known and potential right whale foraging areas

• Sighting of a single right whale in dynamic fishery closure areas resulted in 
temporary fishery closures for a minimum of 15 days from the closure 
date

• A total of nine grids (each approximately 225 squared km) were closed to 
create a buffer area around the sighting location, forming closed areas 
approximately 2100 km2 (810 mi2) in size

• 48 hours to retrieve fishing gear from the area prior to closure (weather 
permitting) 

• Grids reopened after 15 days only if two separate surveillance flights over 
the grid did not see any NARW (If a whale is sighted, the 15-day closure 
period was reset) 10

2018 “Dynamic” Area Closures
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Dynamic Management of Transport and Fisheries
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Example of a Dynamic Area Closure



Surveillance



• A range of platforms and tools including: 

o Aerial surveillance: on any given day, up to six aircraft were monitoring the 
Gulf of St. Lawrence in search of whales

o At-sea vessel monitoring (e.g. Government and research organization 
vessels)

o Acoustic gliders

o Reports by fish harvesters and partner organizations, e.g. NGOs and NOAA 

• Daily maps with right whale sightings; multi-region/inter-
departmental Right Whale Working Group meets daily to review 
sightings, discuss relevant information and determine closure 
implications and/or other recommendations for management 
measures

• The majority of the right whales sighted in 2018 (to date) have been 
in the static and dynamic management areas in the Gulf of St. 
Lawrence

Right Whale Monitoring on the East Coast
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Right Whale Monitoring
• Surveyed area from Apr 1 to Sept 15, 2018 
2017 2018

*Above maps include all effort except C&P (2017) and PAM gliders
** C&P map- Fisheries monitoring is mandate with emphasis on NARW monitoring

and reporting. Map depicts all C&P flights- NARW sightings opportunistic.
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Figure provided by M.Elliott, DFO



Aerial Surveillance - Summary
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Figure provided by J. Lawson DFO

Platform Start End
Survey 
hours

DFO Science Twin Otter
2018 10-Apr ongoing 567.9
2017 29-Aug 14-Nov 197.6

DFO Science Partenavia
2018 21-Apr 16-May 94.5
2017 - - -

DFO Science Cessna
2018 19-May 31-Aug 242.5
2017 - - -

DFO C&P *
2018 01-Apr Ongoing ~800

TC Dash 7/8
**2018 01-Jan ongoing 270.7

2017 08-Aug 31-Dec 251.2
NOAA Twin Otter

2018 04-Jun 12-Aug 152.5
2017 22-Jun 29-Jul 152.0

*C&P- fisheries surveillance as well as marine mammal monitoring both priority, especially in 2018.
** TC flight dedicated to Dynamic Shipping Zones starting Apr 1, 2018
NOTE: Preliminary data only 



Research Vessel Surveys
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• DFO Science Marine Mammal Observers on:
– June on CORIOLIS x 2MMO: 192 hr (GSL)
– July on CCGS TELEOST: 80 hr (BoF/sSS)
– Aug on CCGS TELEOST: 215 hr (nGSL)
– *Sept on CCGS TELEOST : 202 hr (sGSL)
– *Sept on CCGS HUDSON:  168 hr (BoF/sSS)
– *Oct on CCG HUDSON: 120 hr (sGSL)
Examples of some of the surveyed areas

August
June

* Estimated hours



Acoustic Monitoring Program
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• Near real-time 
Passive Acoustic Monitoring
– Results available hourly/daily
– Lead by Dalhousie University and                                                                          

WHO (DFO contributor)
– 3 Slocum Gliders in Canada : sGSL

and Roseway Basin

• Autonomous 
Passive Acoustics Monitoring
– Results only available after 

download (several months to 
yearly) 

– Lead DFO Maritimes, NFLD, and 
Quebec

– NARW call analysis ongoing

Figure from : http://robots4whales.whoi.edu/



Transport Canada  RPAS
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• DFO Science provided support to the TC- Remote Piloted Aircraft 
System right whale detection project

• All RPAS imagery was reviewed for the presence of marine life 
(e.g., whales, sharks)



Surveillance / Monitoring Outcomes 2018
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Preliminary results (up to Sept 20 2018)

* Plus 2 NARW with fresh entanglement scars
** Plus pre-existing entanglement (NARW 1142 Kleenex

While there have been entanglements 
reported to date, no NARW deaths have 
been observed in Canadian waters in 2018

Figure provided by C&P King Air, DFO

2017 2018

Canadian Waters

Mortalities 12 0

Entanglements 5 3*

American Waters

Mortalities 5 2

Entanglements 2 1**



Fisheries Enforcement 
observations

• Excellent effort to remove gear quickly
• High compliance with dynamic closures
• High compliance with VMS reporting
• High compliance to reduce floating rope
• Effective closure management
Negatives
• Few industry reports of NARW observations
• Most crab traps seized not reported lost
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The DFO Marine Mammal Response Program 
(MMRP) responds to marine mammals and sea 
turtles in distress, in collaboration with external 
expert partners. 
• partners respond to right whales in distress, including 

whales entangled in fishing gear. 
• Partnerships with third party responders who provide 

network coordination and response for 2018
• Capacity building with other response organizations and 

Indigenous communities are in progress
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Enhanced Response Capacity



• No reported right whale mortalities in 
Canadian waters in 2018

• High level of compliance by harvesters

• Some economic impacts, but strong public 
and ENGO Support
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2018 Season Status – A Success



Gear Innovation



• The Government of Canada is helping to foster 
innovation in fishing technologies and methods 
to maintain an active fishing industry, while 
reducing the risk of marine mammal 
entanglements
– For example, different “ropeless gear” 

technologies, “TAG” lines, lower-strength ropes, etc 
and consideration of tailoring measures to different 
oceanic and climatic conditions
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Looking to the Future: Gear Innovation



• DFO supports industry-driven testing of new gear 
technologies and is engaged in several pilot projects

• Our department has hired a research scientist (Ed Trippel) 
with expertise in gear technology to help investigate gear 
technologies and evaluate pilot projects 

• These new technologies could support the coexistence of 
marine mammals and fishing in the future

Gear Innovation
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Weak Rope
• Enterprise Shippagan, the largest rope 

distributor in Canada, is currently 
developing several versions of weak 
rope, including a sinking variety (5/8” –
breaking strength <1700 lbf)

Tag Line
• Belzile Design Inc. is developing and 

testing a weak tag line with retrieval 
mechanism

Gear Innovation – Pilot Projects
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Ropeless Gear
• The Acadian Crabbers Association (Gulf of St. Lawrence) gear research 

and development funded by Atlantic Fisheries Fund (AFF), including:

• Desert Star, EdgeTech and SMELT rope-less gear trials

• Developing gear tracking technology - Integrated whale and fishing 
monitoring system

• Study of rope under varied fishing conditions 

• Education and awareness programs

• AFF also supporting Desert Star systems testing in different sea states 
and depths by the Coldwater Lobster Association and Grand Manan 
Fishermen’s Association

• Ashored Innovations, Halifax, are developing several new technologies 
including a rope storage system and timed buoy release technology. 
Testing in partnership with the Coldwater Lobster Association.

Gear Innovation – Pilot Projects
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Other

• Acoustic monitoring trial assessed data retrieval by deploying 
hydrophones in modified lobster traps (part of active trawl). 

• A novel, industry-led way to detect and monitor whales, in a low 
cost, timely manner. Information gathered may help inform 
marine mammal and whale distribution patterns.

Gear Workshop/Forum

• Forum for presenting to the Cdn fishing industry various 
innovative technologies/solutions for fishing gear design that 
may reduce whale entanglement risk

• Presenters: fishing industry, academia, government, 
Manufacturers, NGO etc.

• Approximately 150-175 participants
• Location: Bedford Institute of Oceanography - Dartmouth, NS
• Time: January 2019

Gear Innovation – Pilot Projects
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Next Steps



• Post-season scientific review November 2018 
to inform right whale management measures 

• Consultation process with industry and 
stakeholders

• DFO/NMFS/GARFO met to share information 
and best practices on right whale 
entanglement risk reduction and mitigation
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Preparations for 2019



Canada uses a holistic approach to the 
protection of Right whales:

– Prevention:  e.g. closures, speed restrictions
– Mitigation: e.g. gear innovation and modification 

to reduce likelihood and severity of 
entanglements

– Response: e.g. increased disentanglement 
capacity

– Monitoring: surveillance; gear marking; reporting 
requirements 
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A Holistic Approach



Discussion

THANK YOU 

QUESTIONS OR COMMENTS?

NOTE: Info Bulletins Follow
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